WHO WE ARE
VISION & MISSION

We are one of Europe’s leading parking infrastructure
owner and operator with more than 640,000
parking spaces in over 3,300 well-managed
commercial parking facilities across seven Western
European countries.
We mainly operate off-street parking spaces owned by
us as well as parking spaces under concessions and
long-term leases from public and private landlords.
We demonstrate that effective regulated and
paid parking make an economic and sustainable
contribution to cities and society, and that a positive
parking experience impacts how people enjoy their visit,
journey, shopping, commute or residence.
We have numerous mobility hubs which provide access
to a variety of sustainable mobility services. Supporting
urban accessibility, sustainability and liveability.
We provide sustainable mobility services such as:
last mile logistics and locker walls;
I
EV charging points and EV fleet charging hubs;
I
public transport, car sharing and bicycle parking.
I

Sustainable Mobility
Mobility hubs are the solution
We seek to combine public and private modes of
transport with public and private parking facilities.
When transport nodes converge, they form a hub,
making individual and sustainable mobility feasible.
Meeting the needs of residents, commuters, visitors and
the economic function of an urban area.

Sustainable Mobility Partner (SMP)
As sustainable mobility partner, Q-Park helps get
SUMPs moving in the right direction. We contribute
our considerable knowledge and experience. Together
with our partners we seek ways to make sustainable
mobility in urban areas successful. Measures we can
help introduce include:
transitioning from on-street to off-street parking;
I
transforming search traffic to destination traffic
I
with smart navigation and pre-booking;
facilitating EV charging and shared mobility;
I
providing bicycle parking solutions;
I
offering logistics services at the edge of the city
I
and before low- and zero-emission zones.

Vision
We aim to be the most preferred and recommended
parking partner at strategic locations in Western
Europe, based on functional quality, operational
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EXPERTISE
STUDENTS HELP UNRAVEL
MOBILITY MYSTERIES
Monday, 21 November 2022

Q-Park wants to engage with all layers of society. It’s
part of being both diverse and inclusive. The Student
Award brings young people into the equation. They are
the future and they have a lot to offer.

What is the Q-Park Student Award?
Together with the Erasmus University Rotterdam, Q-Park
established the Student Award in 2014. Prizes are
awarded for bachelor or master projects related to
parking and sustainable mobility challenges. Theses
may be written in English or Dutch, at a college or
university in Europe.
The Award aims to increase understanding about
parking and mobility. Students have a fresh outlook
and can help unravel some of the mysteries of urban
mobility. When setting up the award, we sought to
bridge the considerable gap between research and
practitioners in the sector.

Thought Leadership event and Student Awards
The Student Awards are held annually, usually in
November. This gives recently graduated students time
to submit their work. Besides being an informal industry
networking event, it is also an opportunity to hear what
thought leaders have to say about the future of mobility
and parking.
In recent years presentations were given by:
Carlo van de Weijer, Managing Director
of Eindhoven AI Systems Institute (EAISI) at
TU Eindhoven and a smart mobility expert
talked about Mobility post-Corona and gave
a brief run-down of trends and some new
thought-provoking insights into the future
of mobility.
Frank Quix, Managing Director of Q&A Insights
I
& Consultancy and a retail expert talked
about shopping and behaviour. He had some
interesting insights for us regarding retail trends
on the route back to (the new) normal.

I
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Larissa Suzuki, Technical Director, Office of the
CTO at Google, gave an engaging presentation
about Smart Mobility – Embracing Culture and
Innovation. In her talk she emphasised the
need for creating inclusive mobility solutions and
urged urban planners to work from use cases for
developing mobility facilities and systems.

Understanding trends that impact parking
As a sustainable mobility partner, Q-Park has welcomed
the considerable increase in parking and mobility
research. The theses submitted over the years for
the Q-Park Student Award demonstrate, practitioners
and researchers can come closer to generate new
knowledge which combines both research rigour and
new ideas for practitioners to tackle current and
future challenges.
Parking is and will continue to be an essential link
in the mobility chain. In the coming years, the sector
will continue to be influenced by many trends and
developments as well as new players and changing
partnerships. Opportunities in the parking sector are
being created by:
sustainability and liveability needs: reducing
I
emissions and ensuring urban accessibility;
socioeconomic trends: ageing population,
I
further urbanisation, e-shopping;
technological developments: electric and
I
smart cars;
various Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) applicaI
tions.
Understanding these trends and their potential impact
on parking is key for the future of the sector.
Validated research performed by applied science and
academic students can make valuable contributions to
this knowledge.

Thank you students and supervisors
The Student Award would not be possible without
the students and their supervisors. We thank and
congratulate all students who have submitted their
research for the Q-Park Student Award over the years
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as well as other students who have actively contributed
to create new knowledge for the parking sector. We
hope that many more students will conduct research on
parking and mobility related themes.
We are also truly grateful to all the supervisors who
have helped the students to conduct their research and
to graduate. We hope you will keep feeding the Q-Park
Student Award.

2022 Student Award winners
The 2022 Student Award winners were announced that
the Student Award event in Maastricht on 3 November
2022. The winners are:
Pieter De Smet, University of Antwerp:
I
Car-free households, an analysis of car-sharing
in Belgium
Femke Herben, Erasmus University: The impact
I
of residential urbanism and ageing of young
adults on car travel demand in the Netherlands
Renske van ‘t Veer, TU Delft: Vehicle-owners’
I
intention to use Mobility-as-a-Service

Award collection
We have collated the winning Q-Park Student Awards
since 2014 into a separate publication. The winning
theses are grouped together in the themes:
Parking demand
I
Parking behaviour
I
Mobility
I
Electrification
I
You can access our Student Award collection here. Are
you interested in working together with Q-Park and
advancing knowledge about parking and mobility? Find
out more about becoming a partner!
Summary:
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Q-Park wants to engage with all layers of society.
It’s part of being both diverse and inclusive.
The Student Award brings young people into
the equation. They are the future and they have
a lot to offer. This is why Q-Park established
the Student Award together with the Erasmus
University Rotterdam in 2014.
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INNOVATING FOR EFFICIENCY USING 3DPRINTING
Tuesday, 11 October 2022

Innovation is in our genes. We don’t just innovate in
our car parks and for the customer’s digital journey,
we also innovate behind the scenes. Many of our
innovations go unnoticed, yet they do make us more
efficient and responsive.

equipment in our facilities, and for maintaining
these installations to keep our car parks open. If
something gets damaged or stops working, one of
our maintenance crew drives to the car park to repair
technical faults and fix breakdowns.

Our engineers and technicians also love to innovate.
They are responsible for installing parking and other

3D printer at work
(Photo by Gavin Allanwood on Unsplash)

Our engineers and technicians take pride in their
work and in how they can make our operations and
maintenance even more efficient. And, naturally, they
like to use innovative techniques, such as 3D-printing,
to make their work easier. They work together with
operations to get things done efficiently. This includes
using 3D-printing for prototyping and manufacturing
small numbers of unique parts.
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3D CAD drawing
(Source:
https://i.materialise.com/)
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Practical 3D-printing applications
Many of our technical installations are designed
I

I

I

I

and made especially for our car parks, take the
QR code reader, for example. Our engineers
make a test installation to find out what works
best. Naturally, they 3D-print mounts to test the
ideas and designs. When they’re happy with the
setup, they decide how best to source the items.
Some things in car parks get damaged on
occassion which means we have to carry out
repairs. Our engineers have developed and
3D-printed their own jigs and templates so these
repairs can be made quickly and efficiently.
Sometimes we need to add equipment to an
existing cabinet. These items all need good
ventilation so cannot just be bolted to the side
panel. Using CAD software we can design
a support bracket that meets our specific
requirement for strength, weight and ventilation.
We then 3D-print a prototype and check its
usability. Adjustments are easily made and when
we’re happy we can produce the exact number
of brackets required.
Depending on the numbers of parts needed,
we may print ourselves or order from a local
third party.
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All this contributes to keeping our carbon
footprint as small as possible.

Summary:
Innovation is in our genes. We don’t just innovate
in our car parks and for the customer’s digital
journey, we also innovate behind the scenes. Many
of our innovations go unnoticed, yet they make us
more efficient and responsive.

Benefits all round
Using locally sourced 3D-printed parts is not only good
for Q-Park, it’s also good for the environment.
There is little to no waste with 3D-printed parts,
I
because we only make or order exactly what
we need.
3D-printed parts do not have to be solid and so
I
are light-weight. No material is wasted, unlike
when a piece is milled or turned in metal, and
unused 3D-print material can be recycled.
Parts are available quickly, because we either
I
make them ourselves or order from a 3D-printing
specialist locally.
We minimise logistics costs because we don’t
I
order more than we need and we don’t have to
wait for a shipment of standard parts to arrive
from afar.
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SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY PARTNER

Friday, 20 August 2021

Prompted by the European Union’s Green Deal and
national government directives, many metropolitan
areas and cities have adopted a sustainability agenda.
The vision and plans set out encompass a wide range
of environmental targets.

I
I
I

create accessible and liveable urban areas;
free up public space for people and greenery;
increase vitality as more people engage in active
mobility and walk or cycle to their destination.

Key shift in sustainability agenda
Multi-disciplinary teams, representing the multiple
policy areas involved, are working to translate the
new agenda into sustainable urban mobility plans
(SUMPs). The aim is to move towards future-proof
sustainable and more user-centric urban mobility for the
convenience of residents, commuters and visitors alike.
In the long run, sustainable urban mobility will benefit
the entire community as infrastructure is improved and
movements in and around cities become more efficient.
The knock-on effects, including more active mobility,
lower emissions and greener urban areas, will also
benefit public health and welfare.
Having analysed over one hundred city specific
sustainable urban mobility plans in various countries,
Q-Park’s sustainable mobility experts have noticed a
trend to set targets and draw up plans that:
reduce emissions and pollution;
I
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Throughout Europe, there’s a shift in the sustainability
agenda. Personal mobility remains an important
economic driver. However, as the need for sustainable
mobility increases, the focus is now shifting:
from cars to people (Space & Greenery);
I
from cars to active mobility (Walking & Cycling);
I
from owned to shared (Car sharing &
I
Public Transport);
from fossil fuels to electricity (EV Cars &
I
EV Logistics)
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Key shift in metropolitan mobility agenda

Mobility hubs are the solution
When you, as urban mobility planner, step back and
take a wider perspective on mobility, you may start to
consider mobility and transport in urban areas as a
whole. Rather than planning and making provisions
for the different modes of public and private transport
separately, it makes sense to combine them – city wide!

cars into the mix, the network also includes public and
private car parks.

As you consider the network of bus and tram stops,
light rail and train stations, you can identify local hubs
that people walk or cycle to. When you add passenger

Mobility hubs are the solution
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Here, we see areas emerging where people switch from
one mode of transport to another. They are defined as
Mobility Hubs. These are places where travellers switch
between various modes of transport:
mass transit: train, tram, metro, bus
I
private modes: taxis, shared or owned
I
cars, bicycles
active mobility: cycling or walking
I
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When transport nodes converge, they form a hub. For
example, a bus stop is probably the smallest local
hub. Travellers walk or cycle to the bus stop, then
travel to the next hub in the hierarchy, a train station
for instance, where more modes of transport going in
multiple directions are available. Car owners may drive
to a train station and will need to park there before
proceeding their journey.

When mobility hubs are strategically placed at
the city ring, they contribute to inner-city carbon
footprint reduction, cleaner air, less noise and better
opportunities for moving around in liveable and
economic centres. Encouraging motorists to leave their
cars at the hub creates space in the city centre for
more green areas, better public transport and good
conditions for cyclists and pedestrians.

When you combine a network of car parks with a
variety of mobility options at multiple locations in
the wider metropolitan area, you facilitate individual
and sustainable mobility. Catering to specific needs of
residents, commuters and visitors.

Services can be added to expand hub functionality:
Mobility: In addition to car parking, for residents,
I
commuters and visitors, a mobility hub provides
access to public transport, bicycle parking and
shared mobility.
Activity: Hubs are activity zones. They offer space
I
for retail and services, for meeting and working,
and also form an ideal location for events and
leisure amenities.
Delivery: Goods can be delivered by larger,
I
long-distance vehicles. A hub offers a location for
cross-docking goods so these can be transported

Mobility hubs serve a higher purpose
When the right mix of transport and facilities are
brought together, a hub can contribute to reducing the
percentage of distance travelled in private cars and
increase the distance covered using public transport and
active mobility.

Mobility hub concept - above ground
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by smaller, preferably electric vehicles into
the city.
Energy: Power supply is under pressure due
to the increase in electricity consumption. It
makes sense for a hub to generate its own
power and store generated electricity for later
consumption, for example for charging electric
vehicles and e-bikes.
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Urban mobility is complex
Q-Park understands the dilemmas you face. There
are many players involved. You seek an equilibrium
between the needs of residents, commuters and visitors
and the economic function in the urban area.
You want to increase liveability in your metropolitan
area by:
creating public space for bicycles
I
and pedestrians;
encouraging electric and shared mobility;
I
facilitating transition between modes
I
of transport;
regulating access to the inner city;
I
managing urban logistics.
I
While at the same time, you want to:
discourage car use in the denser urban areas;
I
reduce search traffic in the inner city;
I
limit on-street parking;
I
reduce truck, van and delivery traffic;
I
reduce air pollution.
I

Urban mobility partnership perspective - city wide
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Q-Park is your sustainable mobility partner
As your mobility partner, Q-Park can help get your
plans moving in the right direction and keep you on
track. We have considerable knowledge and experience
to guide you. Together, we will look for ways to make
sustainable mobility successful. Measures we can help
you introduce include:
transitioning from on-street to off-street parking;
I
transforming search traffic to destination traffic
I
with smart navigation and pre-booking;
facilitating EV charging and shared mobility;
I
offering logistics services, at the edge of
I
the city and at the boundaries of low- and
zero-emission zones.
Four reasons for partnering with Q-Park:
sustainable mobility partner, not just a car
I
park operator
off-street urban services, not just parking spaces
I
urban area perspective, not just single car
I
park solutions
fully functioning mobility hub portfolio, not
I
just talk
Q-Park is more than a car park operator, Q-Park
moves you and your sustainable urban mobility plan
(SUMP) forward.
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Proven experience in energy-neutral parking

Smart parking capacity

Q-Park has been instrumental in realising sustainable
urban mobility hubs in various cities throughout
Europe. We collaborate with urban mobility experts and
contribute our knowledge and expertise to initiatives that
work towards achieving the European Union's Green
Deal objectives.

Urban mobility is sustainable when the parking capacity
available meets the needs of residents, commuters and
visitors. These groups have different mobility needs and
differing car parking requirements.

Together with municipal planning experts, we have
built and transformed parking facilities into sustainable
multifunctional mobility hubs.

By incorporating PV panels and/or wind turbines to
generate power and by installing low-energy LED
lighting and energy storage, our mobility hubs are
sustainable, low- or zero-emission parking facilities
while providing green energy for EV charging.
For examples, see:
Veerkaden, the Hague - 100% energy-neutral
I
car park
Cassine Gare, Chambéry - car park with
I
wind turbines
EV charging points work on solar power
I
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Q-Park has developed a parking capacity model that
uses reference projects, car park occupancy data and
KPI benchmarks to calculate the ideal parking capacity
at a given location.

The Q-Park capacity modelling tool can help
sustainable mobility planners calculate the ideal
capacity of mobility hubs at various locations in the
metropolitan area.
For more details of our approach, see smart data fosters
smart developments.
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Summary:

From parking locations to an urban area
perspective - catering to a variety of inner-city
needs by residents, commuters and visitors:
liveability, economy and society.
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EUROPEAN MOBILITY WEEK
Tuesday, 1 September 2020

Q-Park supports ‘Zero-emission mobility for all’

Q-Park supports a carbon-neutral and inclusive
urban environment with a variety of programmes
– we actively contribute to a more sustainable
urban environment!

EV charging points available

People like cars! Cars have given people independence
and the freedom to travel. Sometimes for pleasure, but
mainly to travel to work, to take children to their schools
and activities, and to go shopping.
Being able to drive – and having a car readily available
– is part of what makes people mobile and enables
them to participate in social and economic life.

form of transport we have. However, the downside is:
cars are responsible for about 12% of total EU carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions, the main greenhouse gas.

European passenger car emissions continue to
decline (ec.europe.eu)

Car manufacturers have succeeded in reducing
emissions from new passenger cars significantly over
the past few years (2010 - 140.3 gCO2/km, 2015
- 119.5 gCO2/km and the 2020 target is set at 95
gCO2/km). Supporting the usability and thus growth
of carbon-neutral electric vehicles just makes a lot
of sense.

It’s a fact: cars are the number one source of mobility in
our modern civilisation, and they are the most flexible
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EV Charging Programme
To support electric vehicle use, Q-Park has an EV
Charging Programme in place. We are constantly
installing additional EV charging points (slow & fast)
in our parking facilities, making best use of renewable
energy and the electricity grid capacity available.
We currently have 1,018 EV charging points in
our portfolio.

More and safe space for people

The number of cars in Europe continues to increase
and our economy is centred around the car. What’s
more, cars are an important source of revenue for
governments. But collectively, we also want to improve
our urban environment and health and safety for society
in general. People want to visit cities and enjoy cultural
and leisure amenities, but at the same time they want
to have clean and open squares as well as green parks
where they can relax and where children can play safely.
Our aim is to devote more public space to pedestrians
and cyclists and less to cars. We want public funds to be
spent on ... the public, on a healthier and more inclusive
society. Because cities should be organised for people,
not for cars.

European passenger car
fleet growth
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And that's where Q-Park comes in. We understand
how to calculate and build the right parking capacity
– preferably underground or at city ring roads. And
Q-Park actively invests in car parks with private funds. To
help reduce search traffic, our websites inform motorists
of their options for parking. We have a variety of
economic online offers that enable customers to make
informed decisions on mobility.

Q-Park supports active mobility

As a socially responsible partner, Q-Park also wants
to decrease the number of cars travelling into inner
cities and thus decrease emissions. We also want to
increase safe and active mobility (walking & cycling)
and create space for people. We too like to help keep
cities economically viable and have public funds spend
on bettering society – not facilitating cars.
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Switch from car to
public transport

Easy and safe parking
for bicycles

Not only do we have underground car parks with
EV charging points and LED lighting, we offer bicycle
parking as well, for both customers and businesses.
Q-Park provides space for people to park their bike and
for bike-sharing companies to install their hub. We also
have solutions for businesses who wish to nudge their
employees to commute by bike (often e-bikes). Business
specific gated bicycle parking cages, with or without
charging points, offer safe and secure bicycle parking.

But most importantly, parking facilities should enable
a quick and comfortable switch from a car to public
transport, a bicycle or a nice walk.
P+R solutions at ring roads offer economic tariffs
and/or integrated season tickets. P+W car parks near
city centres are great for commuters and visitors alike
– these are more economic and are environmentally
friendly too.
The whole purpose of P+R and P+W car parks is
to nudge travellers to switch from their car to an
alternative, smarter mobility option. Healthier and safer
for all.

Other sustainable urban
environment programmes
Inclusivity
Urban logistics, last
mile solutions

Logistics services are another concern to cities.
Commercial vehicles move around at all hours –
increasing emissions and congestion. Offering a
solution for emission-free last mile delivery would
seriously help our shared goal towards a sustainable
urban environment. Parking facilities may prove
to be an ally in tackling this challenge. For
example, we offer lockers and parcel walls, we have
pick-up points in place and refrigerated areas for
groceries and perishable goods – a service used by
restaurant suppliers.

Wheelchair accessibility

Mobility for all is not just about zero-emissions. It is
also about inclusivity – ensuring that city amenities are
accessible for a person in a wheelchair is not enough.
Providing dedicated and wide parking spaces near exits
and elevators makes their lives a bit more comfortable
and a city a bit more accessible.
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Access for families with children in strollers or people
with walkers makes common sense too. Providing
nearby, clean and safe parking just helps make a city
more inclusive as not everyone is as comfortable in
public transport, walking or cycling as they are in their
personally equipped car or other means of getting out
and about.

COVID-19 learnings
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Digital tools are the key to promoting multimodal
lifestyles. Integrating information about car parks, busy
streets, walking distances, public transport schedules
and being able to pay for these services digitally is
simple and convenient and it also helps customers to
make informed choices. Q-Park car park information,
number plate access and direct payment are all
integrated in a variety of mobile apps: parking provider
apps, bank apps, MaaS apps etc.

Low-emission car parks
It goes without saying that we seek to move towards
zero net energy (ZNE), not only in mobility but in our
parking facilities too. We already have experience of
creating and operating car parks with solar panels (in
The Hague and Amsterdam). These car parks aim to
have their total energy needs covered by renewable
energy generated on-site.
Work from home or office

Working from home to reduce the spread of the
coronavirus reduces congestion and pollution too. Yet
having access to an office workspace and colleagues
also has its advantages. Q-Park’s special Office Flex
season tickets allow businesses and commuters to be
flexible with their work-home-life balance.

Besides adding more ZNE assets to our portfolio, which
takes time and requires huge investment, we are actively
reducing energy consumption today by installing LED
lighting in more than 250 car parks. Most of these
facilities have state-of-the-art movement detection too.
We also close parking decks when demand is low
ensuring that lights are switched off when nobody
is there.

Decreasing congestion and pollution as much as
possible while still being able to interact with colleagues
when it makes sense to do so in a safe way.

Specific mobility actions to reduce emission

Multimodal lifestyles

A Q-Park MOBILITYACTION for Antwerp is a 60%
discount for customers parking at P+R Berchem Station
on Saturdays and Sundays (EUR 10 instead of EUR 24)
on the parking tariff. This nudges customers to park
their car at the ring road and travel into the city
centre by public transport (train, tram or bus) –
decreasing congestion and emissions, increasing safety
and liveability in Antwerp’s beautiful city centre.

Apps promote
multimodal lifestyles
Promoting behavioural shift towards sustainable urban mobility
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'Zero-emission mobility for all', as simple as a doughnut. The doughnut refers to the theory of the 'doughnut economics' by Kate Raworth.

About the theme 'Zero-emission mobility for all'
In 2020, the EUROPEANMOBILITYWEEK theme is
‘Zero-emission mobility for all’.

This reflects the ambitious targets of a carbon-neutral
continent by 2050, as laid out by Ursula von der Leyen,
President of the European Commission.
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Summary:

Q-Park promotes a carbon-neutral and inclusive
urban environment with a variety of programmes.
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FREE PARKING IS EXPENSIVE!
Monday, 10 February 2020

Really, you want free parking? Think again!
You can please some of the people some of the time but
never all of the people all of the time. This old adage
applies to parking tariffs too.
There are no two ways about it: whether you’re a public
or private parking provider or the parking customer,
parking costs money! How can we resolve this idea (or
desire) that expensive infrastructure, such as that for
parking, should be free?

I

Here are some facts:
Municipalities who invest in 'experience' observe
I
I

Here are some thoughts:
The attractiveness of an area determines
I

I

footfall. Be it for shopping or leisure purposes,
safeguarding attractiveness for customers is the
ultimate goal.
Novel idea: Consider a parking tariff as
I
an indicator of attractiveness
Novel formula: Parking Tariff =
I
Attractiveness Indicator (PT = AI)
The accessibility of an area is important and
having a good infrastructure (including ample

parking spaces) in place makes customers
feel welcome.
Attractiveness & Accessibility should be part of
the overarching plan to maintain or improve the
competitive position of an area.

I

I

an upward trend in footfall.
Abolishing paid parking results in increased
mobility (congestion and emissions), more
vehicles searching for a place to park and
reduces road safety.
The quick 'free of charge' parking solutions we've
seen, to support retail, have led to nothing but
dissatisfied citizens and considerable financial
problems for municipalities.
Parking tariffs do not deter people from parking,
customers factor it in to the cost of their day out.
The price of parking plays a subordinate role in
their destination choice.
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Parking costs money - but who should pick up
the bill?
Investments to create parking facilities are necessary
even when parking is ‘free’. And if motorists don’t pay
for parking, who does? Providing parking free of charge
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means that the municipality foots the bill from general
reserves, in other words, tax paying citizens pick up the
bill – sooner or later.
Who do you think should pay for parking?
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Investments to create parking facilities are necessary even when parking is ‘free’.
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Summary:

Who do you think should pay for parking? Here
is some food for thought.
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CAN WE REPLACE GREY WITH GREEN? YES
WE CAN!
Thursday, 16 January 2020

Barack Obama, the 44th president of the USA, landed on Amsterdam's Museumplein, a green, car and coach free square in the centre
of Amsterdam.

Open spaces = liveable & accessible cities
Can we replace congested grey streets and squares
with open green spaces? Yes we can! We work with
urban planners and municipality mobility professionals
to make space for parking underground and space for
greenery and recreation on top.

Bruul, Mechelen

Making cities more liveable and easily accessible for all.
It’s a win-win for municipalities, residents and visitors.
Here are some examples of our completed projects
around Europe.

I
I

Car park constructed under ring road
Green space on top provides pedestrian and
cycle route from train station to city centre &
shopping streets
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Museumplein, Amsterdam

I
I
I

Splendid Royal Concert Hall and Rijksmuseum in
full view at either end of the green square
Green space gives access to popular
cultural venues
Cars and coaches are parked underground
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Brotteaux, Lyon

I
I
I

Revitalised square enlarged and redesigned now
fully dedicated to pedestrians
Improved access to nearby restaurants and shops
Residents and visitors park underground

Hyde Park, London
Neumarkt, Dresden

I

I
I
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Car park constructed under the Neumarkt
created a pedestrian zone in front of the
restored Frauenkirche
Historic landscape free of cars
Residents and tourists enjoy the city centre at
it’s best

I
I
I
I

≈ 2,000 spaces under Hyde Park, London’s lungs
At the edge of the congestion zone
Located close to tube stations for onward journey
Cars underground, recreation space above
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Nørreport, Copenhagen

I
I
I
I

Out of sight city centre car park
Space for more than 1,000 cars under
Israels Plads
Large square for recreation and a covered
food market
Close to Nørreport Station, a metro and
train station

Summary:

Q-Park works with urban planners to make
open spaces ánd accessibility possible. Here are
some examples.
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PARKING CAPACITY CALCULATION
Tuesday, 24 September 2019

Smart data fosters smart developments
Are you planning a new shopping centre with
apartments, a hotel with leisure facilities?Do you need
to provide a minimum number of parking spaces to
obtain planning permission? How can you know how
many parking spaces will be needed?
Will these parking spaces be occupied 24/7? Probably
not, but what is the maximum number of parked cars
you should plan for? Is there a municipal parking space
norm depending on a range of metrics?
What if you had the statistical evidence that practically
demonstrates that the municipal standard number of
parking spaces will never be anywhere near 85%
occupied? Even during peak moments! Q-Park has that
information and knows how to apply it to a variety
of situations.

How many cars do you really need to park?
In the parking industry, we all know that constructing
parking spaces underground is expensive. It is
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therefore important to understand the parking capacity
requirements of a development or building early
on in the design phase. This insight enables the
project developer to dimension for the parking
capacity required.
Ideally, we at Q-Park like to be involved in a
development project as early as possible so we
can assist our partners and analyse alternative
solutions together. Considering multiple scenarios for
construction often presents opportunities that would
otherwise not be revealed. Questions we ask in this
phase include:
What do project developers want from their
I
investments, and how quickly?
What do landlords expect from their tenants?
I
What facilities do municipalities want to provide
I
for their residents, commuters, businesses
and visitors?
Can other functions be added to make the
I
project viable?
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Using our current and historic occupancy data, our KPI
benchmarks and a wide range of reference projects,
we support public and private landlords and real estate
project developers to:
reduce construction time & costs
I
maximise end-use comfort and convenience
I
improve urban liveability
I
enhance the attractiveness of the surroundings.
I
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Capacity calculation service
Q-Park aims to calculate parking capacity and parking
fees so that there are always enough spaces available.
Capacity optimisation helps developers to calculate the
number of parking spaces required more accurately.
As part of our capacity calculation service we:
calculate parking requirements and where
I
appropriate we challenge the municipal norm
with solid and highly respected data
ensure that the development will not have
I
excessive over-capacity
reduce overall development costs by only
I
building as many parking spaces as will actually
be used.

Providing value for project developers
Our experience and expertise add value to the whole
project. We advise on efficient parking capacity.
Our advice is based on our experience, our real-time
data and on decades of data from thousands of parking
facilities all over West Europe, servicing all kinds of
parking needs in a wide range of urban situations.
It’s our business to operate a parking facility to be cost
effective and it’s also our business to have the capability
to analyse data, detect architypes and to mirror these
onto new projects.
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Parking facility capacity is often based on adding
municipality standards per function:
spaces for residents,
I
spaces for commuters,
I
spaces for short term visitors such as shoppers.
I
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The whole development, not just parking

We know from our data that it’s not necessary to simply
add these numbers together. After all, as residents leave
for work, the commuters arrive for the day, so the
required capacity calculation looks something like this:

Involve the parking experts early
Make use of the Q-Park’s parking facility planning
expertise at an early stage in the project development.
Allow the parking capacity experts to advise on
the numbers of parking spaces required before the
architectural planning and approval phase.
Q-Park is aware that the fewer parking spaces you have
to build, the lower the investment, the easier it is to
finance the project, the shorter the construction time and
the sooner your development will start to earn money.
Q-Park doesn’t look at the asset development in
isolation, we look at the balance and norms for the area
together with the balance of mobility concepts, public
transport as well as parking needs. Alternative parking
solutions in the vicinity may also meet the demand. The
infrastructure of the entire area will be put together like
a jigsaw puzzle.
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Infrastructural routing is crucial, as is the routing within
the parking facility. Good infra design is hardly ever
more expensive; bad design always is. And there is
something else to remember when dimensioning a
parking facility: more parking spaces does not equal
more revenue.

“”
We have multiple reference projects which have a better
return on investment compared to the original plan due
to the incorporation of our expertise. For public sector
landlords, a more accurate capacity calculation means
that less public money is required to finance constructing
the parking facilities needed to serve the public needs
in urban areas.
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Scaling up is a viable option
From our experience and car park occupancy data (big
data) we know that mixing functions and scaling up in
the vicinity of a parking facility works. An unattractive
development project for a shopping centre car park
can suddenly become viable when leisure amenities
used outside shopping hours are added to the project.
For example, shoppers and day trippers want to park
between 10 and 4 while those visiting the gym, cinema
or eating out will want to park from 6 p.m. onwards.
Different functions mean different parking behaviour.
Our aim is to calculate the capacity and parking
fees of parking facilities so that there are always
enough parking spaces available (maximum occupancy
85−95%). Capacity optimisation helps developers to
calculate the number of parking spaces required more
accurately, while enabling owners of existing property
to better utilise their parking spaces.

Get in touch
There's an element of forecasting in car parking capacity
calculations. And we also know that not every project
behaves as expected. However, we do have masses
of historical data on car park occupancy that we use
to feed our models and we are more than happy to
share our insights to help you get the parking capacity
calculation right the first time.

“”

Forecasting car parking capacity needs, based on historical data
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Case studies
Plein 1992 – Maastricht
Plein 1992, named after the European Union
Treaty, was developed in the late 1990s. It has
a mix of functions including offices, shops and
cultural amenities. The square ‘weaves different
functions together’.
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Flexible construction at Spaarne Hospital
Sometimes being flexible means that we build flexibly
too. The parking facility at Spaarne Hospital is an
excellent example. Two additional parking decks were
added a few years after the parking facility was first
opened and the area around the hospital was fully
developed. See our Spaarne Hospital showcase.

The estimate for the number of parking spaces required
to meet the needs of the area were entered into the
Q-Park functional calculation model that Q-Park has
developed and refined over the years.
Using the model, which includes parking customer
profiling and international benchmarking, it became
apparent that due to the varying visiting patterns of
different target groups the actual number of parking
spaces needed to provide sufficient parking capacity
(including safety margins) could be reduced by more
than 35%.

Original car park

This meant that a smaller parking facility could
be built and there would still be sufficient parking
capacity, which resulted in lower construction and
operational costs.

Two more parking decks added later

There's an element of forecasting in car parking capacity
calculations. Q-Park has masses of historical data on
car park occupancy to feed capacity calculation models.
We are more than happy to share our insights to
help you get the parking capacity calculation right the
first time.
Cars underground, residents, commuters and visitors above ground

Summary:
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Q-Park has the experience and models to
calculate the required parking capacity for a wide
range of urban situations and diverse user groups.
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LED - PROVEN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Monday, 23 September 2019

LED Transformation Project update
Our accelerated LED Transformation Project
commenced in 2018, the objectives being to reduce
our energy consumption by more than 20%, save
EUR 2.6 million in energy costs per year and decrease
our carbon footprint by 7,200 tons annually.

the business case per location. To be selected, the
investment required an internal rate of return (IRR) of at
least 15% and payback within 5 years.

Goals & Results
I

These savings are cumulative, so by 2025 the
investment of EUR 15 million will be repaid and we
will have saved more than 140 GWh of electricity,
equivalent to more than 50,000 tonnes of CO2.

Number of parking facilities in the project
By the close of 2019, more than 300 parking
facilities will be have been fitted with energy-saving
lighting solutions:
100 facilities refitted between 2013 and 2016
I
59 facilities refitted in 2017 and 2018
I
147 facilities to be refitted by end 2019
I

I

I
Naturally, the decision to refit a parking facility
with energy-saving lighting solutions depends on
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Efficiency
Reduce energy costs by 20%,
I
EUR 2.6 million - on track
Reduce cost of light products by 40%
I
- achieved
Reduce maintenance costs by
I
EUR 3 million - achieved
Quality
Extend lighting product lifespan - achieved
I
Simplify installed base and maintenance
I
processes - achieved
Install intelligent controls for optimal
I
energy efficiency - achieved
Customer focus
Standardise light products - achieved
I
Improve the lighting experience for our
I
customers - achieved
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Ambition
Accelerate this project through a
group-wide process - achieved
Complete the project by end 2019 I
on track
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Measurable reductions, evident savings

I

Berlin Alexanderplatz (DE)
Re-engineering installed in June 2019
I
Average reduction in kWh consumption => 42%
I
Average reduction in EUR costs to date => 53%
I
CO2 reduction => 25%
I

Before redesign > 1,100 light products
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Antwerp Godefriduskaai (BE)
Like-for-like replacements installed in May 2019
I
Average reduction in kWh consumption => 46%
I
Average reduction in EUR costs to date => 50%
I
CO2 reduction => 31%
I

After redesign & LED ≈ 750 light products

Leeds Albion Street (UK)
Installed in November 2018
I
Average reduction in kWh consumption => 43%
I
Average reduction in EUR costs to date => 35%
I
CO2 reduction => 49%
I
Win-Win situation
These measurable results clearly show that investing
in energy-saving lighting solutions makes sense. Not
just for shareholders but all stakeholders, including the
societies in which we operate.

Phase II
We have therefore identified a further 93 parking
facilities for our LED transformation Phase II, to be
implemented by year end 2020. The final list will be
based on underlying business cases. We realise that
these sites will have a longer pay-back time but the
potential savings are still interesting enough for us to
invest even more in LED lighting.
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Summary:

Measurable results. Q-Park's LED Transformation
Project clearly shows that investing in
energy-saving light solutions saves money and
the environment.
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THERE’S MORE TO EV CHARGING THAN
MEETS THE EYE
Sunday, 22 September 2019

It requires more than a socket in the wall
Electric vehicles are here to stay and unlike the trusty
steel steeds of yesteryear that can be topped up with
liquid fuel in less than five minutes, EVs take a bit longer.
Thus their owners want to replenish the charge while
they are doing something else.
This is fuelling demand for e-charging stations that can
be used when cars are parked; parked in public parking
facilities, in office car parks and at homes.
Since the first EVs hit the road, Q-Park has been
innovating to meet this demand as efficiently and
effectively as possible. But it is important to know that
creating e-charging infrastructure is not as simple as it
sounds. It requires much more than a simple electric
socket in the wall.
Public and private parties need to be aware of:
Capacity of the electricity grid
I
Share of renewable energy in the electricity grid
I
Issues and innovations on charging infrastructure
I
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I
I

Capital expenditures in infrastructure
and buildings
Upcoming building directives and regulations
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Grid capacity
Electricity supply to buildings throughout Europe is
typically three phase high-voltage current. This delivers
230 V x 16 A x 3 = 11,040 Watt (11 kW) and
is generally sufficient to power most appliances in a
general-purpose building (such as a car park), office
complex or home.
Businesses requiring more than the standard power
can apply for additional capacity, i.e. a second
or third power line. In densely populated urban
areas such requests cannot always be met as the
electricity infrastructure simply does not have the
capacity. Now that power for EV charging is required
almost everywhere, grid capacity is becoming a
serious challenge.
For example: an average 'out-of-home' EV charging
station draws 7.6 kW, which means that parking
facilities need to apply for additional 11kW capacity just
to serve 2 charging points. But what about serving a
fleet of 20 or 50 EV cars?
City residents, local EV fleets and commuters
I
want guaranteed e-charging solutions so they
can start their journey fully charged.
Visitors with an EV want a parking space
I
with top-up charging to minimise their range
anxiety fears.
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It requires commercially viable building blocks
There are many questions that still need to be answered:
Which kind of parking customer has which type
I
of EV-charging demand at which location?
How can we provide sufficient energy capacity to
I
serve EV-charging demand?
How will we manage current and future directives
I
and legislation? For example:
New car parks: 10% of parking spaces
I
have EV-charging as of 2021.
Existing car parks: 10% of parking spaces
I
have EV-charging as of 2025.
Which future-proof EV-network service providers
I
should we partner with?
How to ensure that EV-charging points
I
are future-proof?
Which EV-charging solution works best under
I
which circumstances, there are several options:
Standard charging
I
Smart charging
I
Load balancing (static or dynamic)
I
How to increase the share of renewable energy?
I
Which opportunities and threats will expedite the
I
required investments?
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Innovative solutions
Each parking facility is unique and requires an
individual solution. We draw on our experience and
expertise and use the EV-charging building blocks
we have developed in recent years to achieve the
most feasible and commercially viable solution per
parking facility.
We invite landlords and partners facing EV charging
dilemmas to get in touch. Together we can create quality
parking solutions that make a major contribution to
reducing CO2 emissions and add value to social and
environmental well-being.

Dynamic load balancing serves more cars concurrently
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There’s more to EV charging than meets the eye, more
than a socket in the wall

Summary:

There are many challenges and dilemmas
of providing e-charging infrastructure in
parking facilities.
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BUSINESS & ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (BI
& AI)
Saturday, 17 August 2019

Business intelligence drives parking insights
Public space for parking is at a premium. Nobody wants
to see streets and squares chock-a-block with parked
cars. And with mobility and liveability considerations
high on the public agenda, planning efficient and
sufficient parking capacity in purpose-built parking
facilities (PFs) is paramount.

I

I

to plan sufficient parking capacity for visitors
and residents.
City authorities need insight into commercial
parking needs to balance solutions with offices
and leisure.
Navigation system providers need real-time
data to direct motorists quickly to vacant
parking spaces.

Who needs to know about parking capacity?
All players in the mobility chain:
Event organisers need insight into parking
I
capacity available at certain times/days to obtain
a permit for the event from local authorities.
The cost of providing PFs has to be factored
I
into new development investments. Project
developers need to budget between €15,000
and €50,000 per space in purpose built PFs.
Insights from comparable projects to calculate
how many spaces need to be built are
therefore invaluable.
Government bodies and municipalities planning
I
infrastructure and new constructions need data
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Q-Park has the numbers through
business intelligence
Q-Park's BI platform is updated with data at 15 minute
intervals. Having this level of detail in dashboards
allows us to:
Categorise parking facilities (PFs), create
I
benchmarks, and compare performance within
a category;
Visualise utilisation in graphs and heatmaps,
I
therefore enabling easy comparison and
facilitating informed decisions for a range
of stakeholders;
Conduct predictive analysis on peak occupancy;
I
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Understand the average time and money spent
by motorists on parking, and
Confirm the value of a PF in an urban area
I
Enable retail and leisure partners to create
I
smart marketing campaigns
Calculate whether current parking capacity is
sufficient to meet demand generated by current
and projected commercial ventures;
Measure the effects of parking regulations,
parking tariff schemes and changes
to infrastructure.
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Visualised data enhances smart decision-making

This image is the heat map for a parking facility serving
a train station. We see that the facility begins to fill up
on Mondays to Fridays from 6 am and slowly empties to
about one-third occupancy in the evening. Because the
majority of customers travel to work by train, utilisation
in the weekend drops.

Its line graphs shows duration of stay. Data can be
aggregated over different time periods - providing
short- and long-term perspectives. It shows there is
ample parking capacity at weekends should an event
be organised near this facility.

This is a heat map for a shopping area car park where
occupancy rates peak on Saturday and shops are not
open on Sunday. Its corresponding line graph shows
that some entering the car park on Saturday also enjoy
a leisure evening around this location.
In addition to occupancy rates and duration of stay,
season ticket customer profiles can be distinguished
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from short-term parkers, and average versus peak
occupancy performances over time are available.
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Next innovation = Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Q-Park’s next innovation will be to integrate augmented
analytics with its BI platform. This crucial innovation will
expand the expertise we share with our partners and
will improve effectiveness by allowing every contributor
to learn, adapt to and outthink the needs of the market,
quickly and where smarter decisions are most needed.
Business Intelligence insights from comparable projects
are invaluable

Information value chain

Summary:

Q-Park’s BI platform is more than a series of
tools and graphs. It is an organic system in which
professionals from different disciplines interact to add
value for marketing, sales, commercial partners, project
developers, municipalities and landlords.
Q-Park’s new end-to-end data management and
analytics dashboards bring together data from many
sources. Professionals throughout the business can
query the system to gain new insights.
Q-Park and its partners now have a greater
understanding of parking facility performance and
customer behaviour. Using these insights, they can
boost inner city area developments, streamline
and redesign business processes, energise liveability
concepts, discover new revenue flows, and balance risk
with return.

Data-driven actions
Having BI turning data into information enables us
to identify new opportunities and implement effective
strategies for smart cities and landlords. These
data-driven insights create a competitive advantage
and offer long-term stability for the public and
private sectors.
Q-Park's BI platform combines internal and external
data to provide a complete picture creating insights that
would otherwise not be derived from any of the data
sets alone.
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All players in the mobility chain need business
intelligence to help make decisions about
parking capacity.

